
User Manual for Digital Smart Wireless
Doorbell with 38 Songs



1. Digital display
2. Humidity probe/Measurement window
3. Temperature switch button
4. Time setting button

5. Volume button
6. Music selection button
7. Invisible LED light
8. Doorbell touch button

Specifications
- Volume: 0-100dB, 4 levels adjustable
- Water resistant rating: IP44
- Working humidity: 0-99%
- Working temperature: 0-99 degrees
- Receiver voltage: 100- 260V / 50- 60Hz
- Working frequency: 433.92MHz + 75KHz

Installation methods
Plug the AC receiver into a standard outlet in the room, and it’ll work. You can

choose the melody you want it to ring.
Before installing the transmitter, test if it works in the operating range you

choose. If it works, use the double-sided adhesive sticker and fix the transmitter
cover on the wall.

Setting the time
To set the time, press and hold the settings button for 3 seconds to enter the

time adjusting mode. The first two digits will start flashing. Press the settings button,
and the number will increase by 1. When you set hours, press the set button and
adjust the minutes one digit. When you’re done, wait for 6 seconds, and it will
automatically save and exit the settings mode.



Setting the temperature
All relevant parameters are automatically set up. The real-time field

temperature can be induced only by plugging in. The temperature can be set to
display Celsius and Fahrenheit by pressing a settings button.

Add or update the transmitter method
The manufacturer already paired the receiver and transmitter, but if they are

added or replaced, you can pair them yourself by following the steps below.
a) Press and hold the volume button for 3-4 seconds.
b) At the same time, keep the transmitter close to the receiver and hold its button

for 3-4 seconds.
c) Press the transmitter button, and if the receiver rings, the pairing is

successful. If it doesn’t ring, repeat the steps.
To clear all transmitters power on the receiver, press and hold the volume

button. The music change indicates that all transmitters are removed successfully. To
verify, press the button on the transmitter, and if the receiver doesn’t ring, it’s
successfully unpaired. If it rings, repeat the steps.

The receiver can be paired with up to 10 transmitters. When paired, the first
transmitter is number 1 by default, the next one is number 2, then number 3, etc.
After all the pairing is complete, the receiver will display its number when one of the
transmitters is pressed.


